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As a vertically integrated company, Woodgrain Lumber sources logs sustainably as its first 

and foremost priority. Its own sawmills produce lumber for internal purposes and 

customers. Six millwork re-manufacturing facilities make moldings as well as door and 

window components. Woodgrain Distribution operates seven warehouses across the 

country to efficiently serve customers. Owning each step of end-to-end processes enables 

the company to preserve craftmanship and quality. Even sawdust created along the way is 

used for animal bedding products. Nothing is left to chance – or waste!

After more than 65 years in the lumber industry, it’s easy to see how Woodgrain rose in 

prominence and reputation. Exceptional people, processes and products have always 

kept them at the forefront of the forest. 

Learn how they keep their competitive edge today!

Woodgrain Lumber: 65+ Years in the 

Business, Family Owned and Ready 

to Keep Growing in Sustainable Way
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Before: Challenges and Opportunities

• Looking to unify and strengthen customer experience across all operations as one of the largest 

millwork companies in the world, with locations throughout the U.S. and in Chile 

• Standardized on SAP ERP Central Component for more than 10 years, building on the foundation, 

which also includes SAP SuccessFactors and SAP Cloud for Customer today

Why SAP

• SAP Customer Experience portfolio, with SAP Sales Cloud, covers every step in optimizing customer 

interaction from first contact to purchase – exactly the edge Woodgrain sought 

• Organization familiar with SAP, facilitating how well people adapt to innovation; “we are growing closer 

together by consistently relying on SAP solutions,” including recent addition of SAP Analytics Cloud

• Still some legacy systems in certain parts of the business, “but we decided long ago that we would no 

longer consider lesser solutions; ‘tier one only’ was the consensus, and SAP easily won out”

After: Value-Driven Results

• Providing visualizations and business intelligence users had in mind, along with better sales forecasting 

and predictive analytics as well as “mash-up” reports yielding new visibility for sales organization

• Able to more seamlessly share information between SAP Sales Cloud and SAP Cloud for Customer, 

further simplifying sales personnel awareness and engagement as well as data reconciliation

• Increased productivity and lower costs in multiple departments, including down to transportation and 

delivery through to big-picture insights relative to benchmarks, trends and corresponding performance

A Cut Above the Rest by Ingraining SAP Customer Experience  

“SAP is the foundation for our business from both 

technology and process standpoints as well as in 

terms of overall best practices. We’re now bringing 

the power of analytics to the equation and paving the 

SAP way for unparalleled customer experience.”

Andy Borcherding, Enterprise Reporting and 

Integration Manager, Woodgrain

Woodgrain Lumber

Fruitland, ID 

www.woodgrainlumber.com/

Industry

Mill 

Products

Products and Services

Lumber, millwork, doors, 

composites, and windows

Featured Solutions and Services

SAP Customer Experience (SAP Sales Cloud)

SAP Cloud for Customer

SAP Analytics Cloud

~25%
Cost savings by moving 

from Salesforce system to 

SAP Cloud for Customer

90%
Utilization of SAP best 

practices “as is” with 

estimated 10% variation
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Employees

~3,500

https://www.woodgrainlumber.com/


Moving from Salesforce to SAP Cloud for Customer “not only saves us time and money, it 

brings an entirely new level of functionality to our operations, including our windows division 

that’s now deploying the solution,” commented Woodgrain’s Mark Miller, Sales & 

Distribution IT Function Owner. “Whether in distribution or other parts of the business, 

everything ultimately centers on making it easier for our sales teams to promptly meet 

customer needs and give them the best experience possible.”

Miller explained that all data needed for proactive customer communications is now readily 

available. “No more long phone calls pulling data from multiple sources,” he added. “Our 

people are very excited. They can now easily visualize the future with each customer.” 

SAP Opening New Doors – and Windows –

to Stronger Overall Customer Engagement

“Integration ends frustration when it comes to leading a midsize enterprise like 

ours. SAP excels on this front and makes customer experience seamless 

and more powerful. The data we need, the processes involved – it’s all there 

with SAP, a true platform for growth.”

Mark Miller, Sales & Distribution IT Function Owner, Woodgrain
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After evaluating various solutions, Woodgrain and its distribution division leaders decided 

to create a corporate strategy based on SAP Customer Experience. The recent 

implementation complements a full range of SAP solutions the company has implemented 

over the past decade: 

• SAP Customer Experience 

• SAP Sales Cloud

• SAP Cloud for Customer

• SAP Analytics Cloud

• SAP SuccessFactors

• SAP ERP Central Component (ECC)  

Featured Solutions and Services
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